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LONDON, UK, September 28, 2022

/EINPresswire.com/ -- The latest

market analysis publication by

GlobalData Plc titled Augmented

Reality (AR) in Automotive – Thematic

Research examines the various factors

influencing the adoption of AR in the

automotive sector. AR can play a wide

range of valuable roles in vehicles.

When fully self-driving vehicles

arrive–around 2035, according to

GlobalData forecasts–AR can also

improve entertainment experiences,

overlaying content and video games

over the outside world or repurposing car windows to display a different world entirely. M&A

activity in the AR market is intensifying, with access to technology being the principal rationale

for most deals. 

View Report Outlook at: https://www.globaldata.com/store/report/ar-in-automotive-industry-

theme-analysis/

The AR market in the automotive sector has been witnessing several upgrades in terms of

mergers and acquisitions as well as partnerships. Along with that, the companies are also

engaging in filing patent trends and following social media trends to gain a competitive edge in

the market. For instance, LG Electronics and StradVision have partnered to create the next

generation of AR HUDs for infotainment systems in December 2021. Similarly, Hyundai and Unity

engaged in an association to develop a digital twin of a factory for AR-enabled training, smart

manufacturing, and autonomous driving simulation in January 2022. 

Download PDF Sample at: https://www.globaldata.com/store/talk-to-us/?report=2023420
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GlobalData’s AR value chain is split into five segments: semiconductors, components, devices,

platforms, and applications and content.

•  Semiconductors

o  CPUs

o  GPUs

o  VPUs

o  Image processors

o  Communication chips

o  MEMS

o  Memory chips

•  Components

o  Motion tracking

o  Batteries

o  Displays

o  Cameras and 3D lenses

o  Audio components

o  Machine vision

•  Devices

o  Smartphones

o  AR smart glasses

o  AR headsets

•  Platforms

o  AI

•  Applications and content

Download the Sample PDF for more Insights on Each Value Chain Component

Top AR in Automotive Players

In this section, GlobalData highlights automotive companies making their mark within the AR

theme. 

Leading AR adopters in automotive

•  BMW: BMW uses AR to allow its designers to view a vehicle model in 3D space at scale during

the vehicle development phase. This can interact with computer-aided design (CAD) data later in

the development process, with BMW claiming the system can speed up the process by up to 12

months.
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•  Continental

•  Daimler

•  Ford

•  General Motors (GM)

•  Hyundai

•  Jaguar Land Rover ( JLR)

•  Nissan

•  Stellantis

•  Tesla

•  Toyota

•  Volkswagen

•  Volvo

Leading AR vendors

•  Alibaba: To enhance its AR capabilities, Alibaba acquired Infinity AR, an Israel-based AR and

computer vision start-up, in 2019. In August 2020, Alibaba’s AutoNavi, a Chinese web mapping,

navigation, and location-based services provider, integrated AR into its Gaode Map app for

vehicle distance monitoring and precision navigation.

•  Alphabet

•  Amazon

•  Apple

•  ByteDance

•  Magic Leap

•  Meta

•  Microsoft

•  Niantic

•  Qualcomm

•  Samsung Electronics

•  Snap

•  Tencent

•  Unity

•  Vuzix

Specialist AR vendors in automotive

•  Blippar: Blippar’s AR products include Blippbuilder and WebAR SDK tool. Blippbuilder allows

individuals to create their own AR experiences without having to write any code. Blippar also has

computer vision products consisting of a car recognition API, an object and logo recognition API,

and a face recognition API.

•  DigiLens

•  Envisics

•  StradVision



•  Varjo

•  Visteon

•  WayRay

Want to get additional product offerings from each contributing vendor? Request a Sample

Report Now!

Related Reports

https://www.globaldata.com/store/report/augmented-reality-thematic-research/

https://www.globaldata.com/store/report/ar-in-retail-theme-analysis/

About GlobalData

GlobalData is a leading provider of data, analytics, and insights on the world's largest industries.

As a leading information services company, thousands of clients rely on GlobalData for trusted,

timely, and actionable intelligence. Our mission is to help our clientele ranging from

professionals within corporations, financial institutions, professional services, and government

agencies to decode the future and profit from faster, more informed decisions. Continuously

enriching 50+ terabytes of unique data and leveraging the collective expertise of over 2,000 in-

house industry analysts, data scientists, and journalists, as well as a global community of

industry professionals, we aim to provide decision-makers with timely, actionable insights. 
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